
      Decade after decade after decade, Dave Medusa has been an 
        important figure in Chicago nightlife history. His gift in drawing   
                people and creating new social families may seem odd, but it’s as   
              important as the clubs he has owned or parties he has thrown. He is 
           a  mentor and unique father-figure for many. Life in the fast-lane has not    
   been an easy one for Dave Medusa. Nobody in the business has met with 
more resistance for their effort, had more unnecessary roadblocks put in their 
path, or has been thrown under the bus, by not only the powers that bind but by 
those he has loved, helped or inspired. Dave admits his emotional and mental 
state is wearing thin after such a lifetime of battles. But according to longtime 
friend and famed astrologer Al Joy, Dave has more work to do... for it is in 
the stars...

Before there was MySpace, Facebook, and Twitter... and even before there 
were cell phones, personal computers and MTV, there was Dave Medusa - 
connecting people together from around the world who may not be culturally or 
socially connected to each other through the mass mediums of: music, art and 
fashion. 

When a society begins a transitional period it creates social movements. The 
first wave has the most difficult task and is led by a personality who must be 
strong enough in conviction to go up against the social resistance, yet be guided 
and owned by the vision, to usher in and create an environment that will support 
the change. Dave Medusa has been at the forefront of such a social movement 
that began in the mid to late seventies, breaking down the walls of separation 
between different cultures and creative genres. He created clubs, entertainment 
venues and social events that featured an eclectic array of creative and cultural 
expression in music, art and fashion, together under one roof.



From the early house-heads to the punk rockers, new wavers, hip-hoppers, rockers and the goth and industrial 
scene, along with fashionistas, artists, and performing artists, Dave and his clubs became the “home” for many 
who operated on the social fringes of society. He has always represented the way of the future which is collective 
consciousness and a global connectivity. Dave was born at a time when the kids of America could no longer  
represent the ways of their parents and the belief systems that ruled over them. Dave would become the pied 
piper for the wayward of every class, race, gender and sub-gender, by creating an environment that could  
embrace all of them. 
  

” Even when they saw separation as truth, Dave  
        became Noah and his clubs became the Arc. “
From this underground movement emerged a group that are now part of the current creative and established 
community around the planet - many of his club participants became known achievers and social innovators.  
Thousands of them can still be seen connecting on a popular Medusa Chicago Facebook site. To this day,  
Dave’s clubs continue to support the emergence of different forms of cultural and creative expression.

Astrologically, this can be seen in Dave’s chart.  Dave was born destined to impact the world around him, for 
Dave is what I call an adjustor and transformer. Transformers are individuals who come into the world to adjust 
the thinking and perception of others. They create the momentum that bridges the past to the future. When Dave 
was born he came into the world with the mindset of a twenty-one year old and the body of an infant. And so it 
was natural for him not to conform to being treated as a child. He had things to do and totally different beliefs than 
the group he was born into, which sent him on a course to find his own truth. He literally had to forge his own 
way, and in doing so, forge the way for others. He could not rely on his family, or schooling, to prepare him for the 
social role he was to play.

In our solar system we judge the power of a planet by how many moons revolve around it. Dave Medusa’s energy 
and gravitational pull expands way beyond his body. But because of his initial experience of not knowing how to 
fit within family, but to create family, he had often not gotten the long-term social status that he deserves. Just like 
the women’s movement, the civil rights movement, the gay movement, the early leaders of these movements  
took on more social grief than the groups that followed. I jokingly refer to him as the “Nightlife Messiah” who has 
served many but has often been persecuted and misaligned not only by authority figures but also by those he has 
served and inspired. 

Many individuals like Dave, that are social icons are 
emotionally deprived because they wind up giving more of 
themselves then they can receive from others, which 
creates a great deal of emotional deprivation that others 
will not see or recognize. To take on this task, Dave and 
others of similar missions, would be deprived  of the basic 
simplicity that most people take for granted. Yet, despite 
his own internal set-backs and struggles he has been 
determined to forge forward, for Dave Medusa was a 
physical prelude to the radical change that took place in 
our current social networking phenomena. 



Dave’s chart also indicates that he has an unusual 
appreciation of the arts and beauty, of all kinds. He 
needs to share this beauty in creativity and advance 
it in the world.

Dave Medusa’s energy and creativity has influenced the approach of many 
other club owners, D.J.’s.nentertainers and artists. They have tried to replicate and imitate the different 
entertainment and creative models that Dave has used over the decades. He is revered by many of his fellow 
peers but he often finds himself having to push beyond the status quo.  So he can serve them but often not be 
of them. This often leads to misperceptions.  

Dave symbolically represents the transitions that have been taking place in our culture in the last three decades. 
Always ahead of his time, he has faced battle after battle with traditional Chicago’s old school politics to his 
current battles with some of the leaders of the municipality of Elgin. While they love and appreciate Dave, they 
don’t always know what to do with his innovations, forcing him to jump through numerous hoops, costing him 
millions of revenue dollars that he could have earned and actually benefited the city itself. Eventually, they will 
accept his proposals and views, which they then benefit from, but only when his blue print is brought in by oth-
ers and not Dave. Thus, denying him even the reflection of his own value.

Dave Medusa remains the pied piper seeking to still give voice to the current  group of social “newbies.” But 
there is a difference. They are not as socially discriminated, ostracized, outrageous or have as much pent up 
creativity as the kids in the 70’s and 80’s. Today’s club-goers and entertainers no longer have the same degree 
of social invisibility or lack of acceptance. The youth that Dave finds today have too many outlets in society to 
express themselves and their generational message has often become lost and diffused. So Dave may find 
himself leading a group who has a voice but not as much to say. They don’t innovate, they mix. The question 
is, can he continue to take on this battle and lead the next wave that may not have anything new to say? 

In my knowing and doing astrological readings for Dave over the last twenty years it seems it is time for Dave 
to move beyond the physical and take the plunge into the airwaves. Globally, there are voices yet to be heard. 
Non-conformists who need a vehicle. Music and art that is longing for a new outlet. The chart indicates that 
Medusa is currently going through a restructuring, similar to the United States. It represents the inability to rely 
on our current institutions to represent us. A transformation is required for us to go forward. We need a vehicle 
to express our outrage and change our rage and anger into a creative format. This energetic time period would 
be a magnet for Medusa’s creative talents. Look for him to come out in 2011-2012 with an innovative format as 
Dave learns to reach out beyond his ability to just give of himself.
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